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I. Introduction 
Welcome to one of the most premier opportunities within the Affiliate Marketing industry 

called Novae Money. Novae is a company that focuses on INSPIRING people to get more 
out of life, EDUCATING them on ways to go about doing it, and providing an OPPORTUNITY to 

help them make it happen! Novae has focused their efforts on the financial services industry 
by marketing and offering products and services to improve the lives of their customers and 

their affiliates that refer these customers. Novae is the first of its kind to take various products 
and services throughout the financial industry, a unique, aggressive compensation plan and 
a culture that is unmatched in the industry to form a opportunity sure to add value to 

anyone’s life. 
 

Novae, in Latin, meaning new, newness or new beginnings, is exactly what we want 
happening for our clients with their money and their credit, a new start that leads to a new 

life! So you’ll hear us refer to Novae Life at times because when your credit and finances get 
better, you can certainly expect your life to get better! Novae’s executive team is confident 
that this opportunity could be extremely lucrative for those that are willing to work hard and 

be consistent in following and executing the details provided within this compensation plan 
document. 

 
Novae is committed to maintaining a high level of integrity and following all domestic and 
international laws. Any Affiliate of Novae is expected to do the same and also are held 

accountable by agreeing to Novae’s Policies and Procedures and Terms and Conditions. If 
anything within these agreements is breached, the privilege of participating in the Novae 

Compensation Plan could be revoked. 
 

This document is an abridged version of the FULL Compensation Plan document and is 
meant to be a quick reference guide showing compensation associated with the purchase 
and sale of products, services, and affiliate enrollment packages for the Novae Money 

Affiliate Program. 
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A. Affiliate Enrollment Offerings 
 

Novae has chosen Affiliate Marketing as the business model to market their products and 
services. Affiliates are individuals who are looking for ways to generate additional income by 

offering the products and services through various methods approved by Novae. Novae 
handles all the customer service, product and service delivery, billing, and the technical 
aspects of running a business that could provide a very lucrative opportunity to those that 

get involved as an Affiliate. Affiliates must agree to the Terms and Conditions, Policies and 
Procedures, and meet certain qualifications to get compensated at different levels in 

Novae’s compensation plan. 
 

For only $50 per month, someone can get started as an affiliate and potentially have the 
opportunity of a lifetime. The upfront fee paid by the prospective affiliate will be determined 
by the level of opportunity and benefits he or she is looking for. The higher the level of 

enrollment chosen by the prospective affiliate, the higher the income potential. Each level of 
Affiliate Enrollment is broken down above. 

 
Affiliates are actually compensated to refer other affiliates to get enrolled in Novae’s 
program through their personal affiliate marketing websites. Depending on the affiliate 

enrollment level they choose above, bonuses are paid to the referring affiliate! 
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B. Retail Commissions and Product Volume 

 

Novae Money Affiliates are compensated handsomely to refer potential customers to 
Novae’s products and services. If the potential customers agree to the Novae customer 
Terms and Conditions and complete purchase of the associated products and/or services, 

the Affiliate will receive the below commissions. 

 

PRODUCT PRICE DIRECT OVERRIDES VOLUME 

Novae Money Upfront Fee $199 $75 $5 (5 GENs) 15 PV 

Novae Money Upfront Promo Fee $99 $25 $5 (5 GENs) 7 PV 

Novae Money Promo Monthly Fee $29/mo - - 15 PV/mo 

Novae Money Monthly Fee $49/mo $5/mo - 20 PV/mo 

NM Premium Promo Mthly Fee $59/mo $5/mo - 25 PV/mo 

NM Premium Monthly Fee $79/mo $8/mo - 32 PV/mo 

Franchise Program $9,995 $2,500 - 500 PV 

Financial Wellness Program $79 $25 - 25 PV 

Financial Wellness Planner $50 - - 10 PV 

NM Business Funding/ Credit $2,495 $500 $50 (5 GENs) 250 PV 

NM Personal Finance $19/mo $2/mo - 5 PV 

NM SmartCredit Monitoring $29/mo $3/mo - 5 PV 

 

C. Commissions and Volume from Member Benefit Products 
 
Novae has created strategic partnerships with successful companies to provide the Affiliates 

with added benefits to their affiliate membership. By maintaining an active account with 
Novae, Affiliates can get benefits and savings not available to the public. Savings on these 

products could also lead to profits, as affiliates can resell products bought at discount prices. 
There are also opportunities to earn group sales volume that go towards compensation 
qualification, as well as higher amounts of residual income paid to the Affiliate! This list will 

grow and could change from time to time. 

 

PRODUCT PRICE DIRECT VOLUME 

Inspirational MP3s $10 - 5 PV 

Entrepreneur Apparel $20 - 5 PV 
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D. Customer Acquisition Bonuses (CABs) 
 

A Customer Acquisition Bonus (CAB) is a commission paid when a new Affiliate makes a 
certain amount of sales within 30 days of entering the business. The CAB is paid to the sponsor 

of the enrolling Affiliate and eligible upline Affiliates, depending on the type of CAB paid and 
if the enrolling Affiliate and eligible upline Affiliates are qualified to receive the CAB. 
 

CAB bonuses are triggered when a new Affiliate obtains 1 customer point (retail sale or 
affiliate purchase outside of enrollment package) in their first 30 days. 

 
In order for an individual to earn the below CAB commissions for each level of enrollment, i.e., 

Affiliates enrolling at the $50, $249, or $499 level, the enrolling Affiliate must be at that level or 
higher to receive the associated CAB for the enrollments. For example, if John enrolled at the 
Affiliate Program level ($50) but he enrolls Sue at the Affiliate Program Pro level ($499), John 

will not receive the $200 commission in the chart because he is only at the Affiliate Program 
level, therefore, he will only receive the $20 commission. In order for John to receive the $200 

CAB commission, John must upgrade to the Affiliate Program Pro level before the end of the 
weekly commission period. There is no limit to the amount of sales an Affiliate can make, 

therefore having an unlimited income potential. To receive CABs from affiliates that upgrade, 

the “upgrading affiliate” must gather a customer point after the upgrade to generate the CAB. 

 

The BOLD enlarged dollar amounts below represent the commissions you’d earn personally 
when you enroll an individual at one of the enrollment options in the left columns. The smaller 

dollar amounts under each bold amount is the override CABs you earn when your personally 
enrolled affiliates enroll other affiliates. The top row represents the affiliate’s current rank 
within Novae’s compensation plan, which determines their commission below. The higher 

your rank, the higher the enrollment level of your new affiliate, the higher YOUR commission! 
 

 

Enrollment Affiliate 
Level 2 

Affiliate 

Level 6 

Affiliate 

Level 7 

Affiliate 

Level 8 

Affiliate 

Level 9 

Affiliate 

Level 10 

Affiliate 

$50 

Affiliate 

Program 

$20 $22 $25 $26 $27 $28 $30 

- $2 $5 $6 $7 $8 $10 

$249 

Affiliate 

Program 

Plus 

$100 $120 $150 $170 $180 $190 $200 

- $20 $50 $70 $80 $90 $100 

$499 

Affiliate 

Program 

Pro 

$200 $240 $300 $340 $360 $380 $400 

- $40 $100 $140 $160 $180 $200 
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E. Novae University Events 
 

As a marketing and training company, Novae hosts live events in different cities across the 
country from time to time to train affiliates on how to expand their business and also generic 

personal growth and self-development. These seminars and workshops are given by top 
affiliates in the organization and six to seven figure earners, including the CEO of the 
organization. These events are also open to non-affiliates and customers. Novae will 

compensate affiliates for the registration of affiliates/customers within their organization 
down 5 levels that register for Novae University events, including Novae University’s VIP 

membership. To qualify for commissions from a specific event, you must be registered for that 
event. Novae University VIP members & Affiliate Program Pro members are automatically 

qualified for commissions for all events whether they are registered for the events or not. 
Novae University VIP Members also receive discounted registrations on advanced events 
and get to attend all Blueprint for Success trainings for FREE. 

 

 

 

*Prices and commissions of these events are subject to change at Novae’s sole discretion. If 
the prices decrease, so will the “Commissionable Amount”. Whatever the commissionable 
amount, the “Direct Commission” (Level 1) will be 80% of that and “Override Commission” will 

be 5% per level, down levels 2 – 5. Novae University VIP members that register at the 
discounted rates do not pay out commissions. 
 

*In order to receive the commission from the VIP Membership, you must be a VIP member. 

Novae University Events 
Event 

Tuition 
Commissionable 

Amount 

Direct 

Commission 

Override 

Commission 

Levels 2-5 

VIP Membership Purchase $2,495 $1,250 $1,000 $62.50 

Champion Speakers Boot Camp $997 $500 $400 $25 

Marketing Mastery Boot Camp $897 $450 $360 $22.50 

Leadership to Legacy Summit $697 $350 $280 $17.50 

Advanced Sales Mastery $297 $150 $120 $7.50 

Communication Pro Workshop $297 $150 $120 $7.50 

Blueprint for Success Seminar $97 $50 $40 $2.50 

Women that Win Workshop $97 $50 $40 $2.50 
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However, if you are the sponsor of someone who purchases the VIP membership and you’re 

not a VIP member, Novae will give you a 14-day window to start your VIP Membership with a 
$1000 credit. 

 

F. Monthly Residual Income 
The following tables and other details are meant to give a simple explanation of the amounts 
of commissions paid associated with the different ranks as a Novae Affiliate. It is encouraged 

to get with a Novae leader for more details if the table is not completely clear. 
  

Rank   Requirements Residual  
 

 
Affiliate Level 

Personal 
Sales 

Volume 

Group 
Sales 

Volume 

Qualified 
Legs* 

Novae 
Money 
Sales 

Personally 
Enrolled 
Active 

Affiliates 

 
Leg 
Max 

Monthly 
Residual 

Commission 

Affiliate 40 - - 0 - - - 

Level 1 Affiliate 40 160 - 1 1 - $50 

Level 2 Affiliate 40 520 3 1 1 - $250 

Level 3 Affiliate 60 2,500 3 2 2 50% $650 

Level 4 Affiliate 60 5,000 3 2 3 50% $750 

Level 5 Affiliate 60 7,500 3 2 4 50% $1,000 

Level 6 Affiliate 100 10,000 4 5 5 50% $2,000 

Level 7 Affiliate 100 20,000 5 10 6 45% $4,000 

Level 8 Affiliate 100 40,000 6 15 6 40% $6,000 

Level 9 Affiliate 100 80,000 7 15 6 40% $10,000 

Level 10 Affiliate 100 120,000 7 20 7 35% $15,000 

Level 11 Affiliate 100 160,000 7 20 7 35% $20,000 

Level 12 Affiliate 100 240,000 7 20 7 35% $25,000 

Level 13 Affiliate 100 320,000 7 30 8 35% $30,000 

Level 14 Affiliate 100 480,000 7 30 8 35% $40,000 

Level 15 Affiliate 100 640,000 7 30 8 35% $50,000 

Level 16 Affiliate 100 1,000,000 7 40 10 35% $110,000 

NOTE: An Affiliate achieves Level 1 status when they obtain at least 3 separate legs of business with at least 
40GV in each leg, WITH a total of 160GV within their overall organization. This could simply be an Affiliate that 
enrolls 3 personal Affiliates. This must be done within a commission period (calendar month) to count. 
* A Qualified Leg is a line of affiliates and sales that equate to at least 160GV. No PV 1st month for AP. 

 
a. Customer & Affiliate Placements are extremely important when strategizing to build 

a Novae business. Each customer or affiliate that enrolls on an affiliate’s website is 
“sponsored” by that affiliate but that sponsoring affiliate has the authority to place 

that affiliate/customer under another affiliate already on his or her team via the 
sponsoring affiliate’s member’s lounge. This action is called “placement”. The 
sponsoring affiliate has 30 days to place a customer/affiliate under another affiliate. 

After 30 days, the customer/affiliate cannot be moved in his or her member’s lounge. 
If an affiliate mistakenly forgot to place the customer/affiliate within the 1st 30 days, 

Novae Corporate can be contacted within the next 30 days of the customer/affiliate 
in question to be moved at a $25 fee per affiliate. If the customer/affiliate hasn’t been 

placed after 60 days, the customer/affiliate will remain where he or she is in the 
genealogy. If a customer/affiliate is placed incorrectly under the wrong affiliate, there 
will be a one business day grace period to get Novae Corporate to correct it. 
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b. Monthly Residual Commissions are set amounts that are paid on the 15th day of 

each month to Affiliates that achieved the above ranks between the time period of 
the previous month from day 1 at 12:00amPST (Pacific Standard Time) up to the last 

day of the month at 11:59pmPST (Pacific Standard Time). Affiliates should be sure to 
keep an eye on their report details under the tab labeled “Rank” on the home page 
of their “Member’s Lounge” to make sure they are qualified to receive commissions at 

the rank expected. There is also a countdown timer on the Member’s Lounge home 
page that helps Affiliates identify the amount of time left to add volume during the 

monthly commission period. 
 

Affiliates must maintain the qualifying volume requirements until the 15th of the 
following month after the previous commission period to receive the associated 
residual commission. If the Affiliate’s qualifying group volume decreases before the 

payout on the 15th, the Affiliate will be paid at the rank the volume qualifies him or her 
for. This issue only presents itself if Affiliates request a refund or chargeback a purchase, 

after the commission period has ended. It is highly recommended to “overqualify” in 
order to solidify the amount of residual commissions that are expected. 
 

G. How to Receive Commissions 
 

Novae determines when they will pay commissions based on when sales activity takes place 
in the company’s overall organizational structure. 

 

Pay Cycle for all commissions except Monthly residual income is as follows: 

Sales Activity will be calculated from each Saturday at 12:00amPST until the following Friday 

at 11:59pmPST. PST is an abbreviation for Pacific Standard Time, which is the time on the west 
coast in the United States, for example - California. Whatever promotional rank the Affiliate 
qualifies for based on the volume, qualified legs, leg maxes, and sales requirements, the 

associated commissions/bonuses will be paid to the Affiliate on the next Friday, 1 week 
following that pay cycle. 

 

Pay Cycle for Monthly Residual Income commissions is as follows: 

Volume will be calculated from the 1st day of the month 12:00amPST until the last day of the 
month 11:59pmPST. To avoid any confusion, a countdown timer has been placed on the 

home page of each Affiliate’s Member’s Lounge to identify how much time is left before 
each Monthly Commissions Period ends so the Affiliate knows how much time is left to make 

sales or to enroll other Affiliates to qualify and get paid residual commissions accordingly for 
the following month. Whatever promotional rank the Affiliates qualify for based on the 

volume, qualified legs, leg maxes, and customer point requirements, the associated “Monthly 
Residual Commission” will be paid to the Affiliate on the 15th of the following the month. 
 

W9 and Payout Type 

After enrollment is completed with Novae as an Affiliate, it is imperative the Affiliate 
complete the w9 form located in the Member’s Lounge and return it to Novae by emailing a 

scanned copy to accounting@novaemoney.com. Affiliates with no completed w9 form will 
not be compensated. 
 

Upon completion of the w9 form, the Affiliate should choose a “Payment Type” in the 
Member’s Lounge so there is a way to withdraw commissions paid to the Affiliate after 

earnings have taken place. The Affiliate should go to the “Finances” tab in the Member’s 
Lounge and choose whether they want to be paid by (1) a paper check mailed to them or 

mailto:accounting@novaemoney.com
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(2) Direct Deposit. When you make your initial withdrawal to direct deposit, it could take up 

to 5 business days for your bank account to be verified and your deposit made to your bank 
account. All subsequent deposits will be made in 1 business day following your approved 

withdrawal request. 
 

If there are any additional questions about receiving commissions, please email 
accounting@novaemoney.com. 
 

Good luck in your endeavors with Novae Money and remember…… 
 

YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL, SO GO FOR IT! 

mailto:support@novaemoney.com
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